Corbett Lee Teter  
*Little Wing*

Found objects have always possessed an innate beauty for me. The correct tree root, a rusted piece of metal or the fragmented remnant of a space reclaimed by time. Little Wing is the culmination of several found and repurposed objects inspired by an art show featuring addiction as the theme.

The theme of addiction in my life has not made an appearance directly thru art and this seemed a great way to convey some of the feelings that escaping addiction has left behind.

The materials are derived from a variety of places. Tile, wood, nails, twine along with scrap steel turnings are all common items found in construction and manufacturing. My employment creates an opportunity to reclaim many discarded and "scrap" items whose value is deemed unworthy of note. These discarded raw materials are never given the glory and praise that are found in a finished product. It is in Little Wing that these scraps have been redeemed and been given purpose. A second chance at a new life, a better purpose than could have ever been originally intended.